You’ve heard, “They have to ‘hit bottom’ before they will get help.”

Why not Raise the bottom!

By Dave Batty

You’ve heard it said, “They must hit bottom before they will be ready to get help.” Do you have to wait until they hit bottom? Or is there something you can do to help “raise the bottom” so your loved one can get help sooner?

What does it mean to “hit bottom”?

We often look at a person who has lost everything—job, car, home, respect, often family relationships have been destroyed by broken promises. They “hit bottom” when they are homeless and living on the streets. They’ve hit bottom when no one will loan them money to make it through their current “crisis.”

One ex-addict told me, “‘Hitting bottom’ meant giving up my dignity and self-respect—doing whatever it took to get money for drugs. I even sold my body for a few dollars.”

For another young mother on her way to “hitting bottom” it meant losing custody of her children—and still falling deeper into her addiction.

“‘Hitting bottom’ meant I was in so much pain—I was sick and tired of being sick and tired. ‘Hitting bottom’ meant I was ready to change—to give up on my miserable life and find help.”

“Hitting bottom” means facing reality—hitting a hard, painful place—with nowhere else to go.

For some it means being penniless—hungry—even starving. The pain can no longer be ignored or drowned out with drugs or alcohol.

“When I finally came to the end of myself and said, ‘I need help.’ That was the beginning of my road to recovery,” shares one young man. “I was finally ready to listen to others.”

The common trait of those who “hit bottom”

What is the common trait of those who “hit bottom,” and survive? Pain!

“I was in so much pain, I wanted to die,” shared one young lady here at Teen Challenge. “The pain helped me face reality—the pain was real—I couldn’t run from it or deny in any longer.”

How do you decide when your help is making a positive impact—moving your loved one toward real change?

If I don’t help my loved one—then what will I do if they die?

What steps can I take to help “raise the bottom” for my loved one who doesn’t want to change?
Most family members feel the pain much sooner than the addicted one. The drugs often help to drown the pain. Plus the delusion that goes along with the drug use causes the addicted one to misunderstand the damage the drugs are doing in their life.

One high school student wrote, “I’m happy that you Teen Challenge students have gotten off drugs, but they help me. If I didn’t use them, I couldn’t cope with life.”

This young lady had not yet made to connection between her drug use and the chaos in her life. But pain has a way of breaking through that delusion and bringing them the truth—I need help.

Even for those who have “hit bottom” and made a decision to get help, that path to restoration is often slow and painful.

“I had to be willing to face my problems—and I had lots of them,” Elisa shared. “When I called my mother from a pay phone, she came and got me off the street and helped me get into Teen Challenge where I found God’s answers to my problems.

“When I first came to Teen Challenge, I was so confused. I rebelled against the staff. I was moody and inconsistent—up one day and down the next. But the staff persisted in showing me love, and holding me responsible for my actions. Slowly the fog cleared from my mind.

“It’s been a painful process—but I am finally getting myself on a solid foundation where I can move toward healthy relationships. I’m learning what it means to take responsibility for my actions, my words, and my feelings.

“I could not have made these changes on my own. It took God’s love and God’s power to change me. When I surrendered my will to Him, that’s when the real changes on the inside started.”

“Hitting bottom” became the turning point for many—but not for all. Some hit bottom and commit suicide. Others end up in prison for life.

So what about your loved one—on the road to destruction—using drugs or alcohol or some other destructive behavior. They may be hurting you or the ones you love. What can you do?

Some would say—get out of the way—wait until they “hit bottom.”

There is a better alternative—we need to find a way to “raise the bottom.”

How do we “raise the bottom?”

1. Stop rescuing your loved one

All too often we have covered up their irresponsible decisions—paid bail so they could get out of jail—paid delinquent bills, or the rent. We’ve believed their heart-stopping stories of tragedy.

“I cashed my check, and put the cash in my pocket. When I got home, the money was gone! I must have dropped it.” They played the part so well—the tears, the frustration—“I was trying so hard to be responsible, and now I have nothing!”

Your heart of compassion goes out to them and you generously give to help them through to the next paycheck. You failed to see their story was a very convincing con job to get extra cash for drugs.

You “raise the bottom” for your loved one when you say, “No,” and allow them to face the painful consequences of their irresponsible actions.
2. **Tell them the truth**

You help “raise the bottom” for your loved one by being truthful about their problems. We often have perfect insight in seeing the problems in strangers and other casual acquaintances.

But when it is your own family member—you want to believe the best—and you deceive yourself by saying, “Things really aren’t all that bad. I’m sure things will get better soon.”

You need to speak the truth—not in a torrent of frustration and rage—but firmly so the message is unmistakable. “You have a problem—you need to change—you need help. I can’t change you. I won’t make any more excuses for you. Help is available, but you must choose to get help.”

Saying it one time usually won’t break through the fog of confusion and delusion. Those who work in the field of addictions often see that it takes 30 or more such messages of truth before the person is ready to admit their need to get help.

3. **Don’t make decisions for them**

One family had a son who dropped out of college as a freshman. He came back home, bringing his drug addiction with him. He didn’t get a job, so Mom and Dad made his car payments for him, so he wouldn’t lose the car.

So how do you find the balance between doing nothing or making decisions for your loved one who has a problem?

There is no simple ABC plan to let you know how to best help your loved one.

If the person with the problem is living in your home, then you have a greater opportunity to impact them with your decisions. You can place requirements on them, which force them to choose in a responsible way.

If they continue to be irresponsible, you can put painful consequences in place.

Some family members have forced their loved one into a program. Sometimes it works—after a few days in the program, the addicted one realizes s/he needs to change and stay with this new path to healing and restoration.

But often people forced into programs leave prematurely and

---

**Son almost starves to death**

When a rebellious son wants to leave home, it’s a painful time for the whole family, especially the parents. Clearly this is not the first sign of a problem in this family relationship.

The story told in Luke 15:11-32 shows an arrogant son demanding his share of the family inheritance even before his father dies.

He goes off and lives the party lifestyle until his money runs out. It’s clear that his friends also abandon him.

He ends up feeding pigs, and the only food he gets is what the pigs leave. In spite of his desperate circumstances no one helps him.

That’s the good news of the story, because this painful mess is finally where he “hits bottom.” He came to himself—reality finally broke through his delusion.

He accepted responsibility for his sins—his bad decisions, and decided to change.

The process of restoration started with his confession of his sin to God and then returning home to seek the forgiveness of his family.

He came back a changed man, free of the rebellious delusion that took him away from home.
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quickly return to their addiction. The family now has a key role in what happens next. Will they allow this person back into their home, or will they refuse this until their loved one gets help?

Challenge your loved one to get help. Give them alternatives—

**Do you live with the fear—“If I don’t rescue my loved one, they will die!”**

If your loved one leaves home, still on the path of delusion and self-destruction, you can rest in the truth that God will never lose their address.

speak the truth—but make it clear—they have to decide to change.

**4. Don’t stop their pain**

Many of us can walk away from a stranger who is in pain, homeless, dirty clothes—but when it is your own loved one—it’s not so easy. But pain motivates change.

When we rescue our loved ones and prevent them from experiencing the painful consequences of their irresponsible decisions—we feed their delusion and extend their path to “hitting bottom.” Instead of “raising the bottom,” our wrong kind of help “lowers the bottom,” making their destructive path even longer.

**5. Start early in life**

Many of the teens and young adults that come to Teen Challenge addicted to drugs started their path to addiction even before they were a teenager. Disciplining children today is often viewed as taboo—an archaic holdover of past decades—some even call it child abuse.

But proper discipline is not child abuse. I remember when our children were 4 and 5 years old. Their disobedient behavior resulted in daily discipline. Some times my wife and I wondered out loud if the discipline was doing any good. We didn’t see rapid change.

But as the children grew older—7, 8, 9 years old—we saw them become more obedient—not perfect. They learned early in life the painful consequences for disobedience.

Many teens and adults have never learned those lessons—they have experienced the “benefits” of irresponsibility. Discipline was rare. Selfish patterns became deeply ingrained as they headed into their teen years. Mom and dad were there to rescue them whenever a crisis came.

The sooner in life you start applying proper discipline and consistent boundaries for your children—you “raise the bottom” for their trips down the road of irresponsibility.

If your child is 40 years old—you can’t go back and change the past—but you can change the future.

**6. Get ready for emotional warfare**

If you begin to “raise the bottom” and make your loved one face the painful consequences of their actions—with no more offers to rescue them—get ready for a flood of anger. “What kind of a Christian are you? You are supposed to help people when they have a crisis—especially family!”

“Raising the bottom” for our daughter

Our daughter made a lot of bad decisions regarding friends, and ended up on drugs. We often rescued her, paid bail, gave her money, even though we knew she was buying drugs.

We didn’t want her to go back to her life of stealing. But she soon started stealing from us.

We finally realized we had to give her a hard choice—”Get help, or we will press charges and send you to jail.”

She moved out, and soon got worse. She called and asked to come home, but we refused. We did not compromise.

Finally, with no place to go, her boyfriend in jail, she was willing to get help. She entered the Teen Challenge program. It wasn’t easy, but we are so glad she is now getting real help.

--a grateful mother
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Their anger may take the same path as little children being disciplined who scream—“I hate you!” If you can’t stand their rejection and you cave in to their demands—you only “lower the bottom” and prolong their damage.

The words of Jesus on the cross can strengthen you when harsh words come at you. Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing.” (Luke 23:34 NIV)

It was very painful for Jesus to do the right thing—to stay on the cross and pay the price for our salvation and healing. Are you willing to take the right path—the painful path—so you can “raise the bottom” for your loved ones?

If you truly love those close to you, then the loving thing to do may be very painful for a season—until your loved one turns from the path of destruction to God’s path to freedom.

A Prayer for those with a loved one who has not “hit bottom”

God, s/he’s in Your hands! Do whatever it takes to bring my loved one to a point of real change. Break through the delusion. I will not interfere with what You are doing. I trust You, God.

Don’t try to rush the process of recovery

Many times we have seen a person come to Teen Challenge and make dramatic progress toward healing and a whole new life.

The family is so excited—they haven’t seen their loved one look so good for years. Relationships are restored, past hurts forgiven. Joyful tears and smiles replace the hurt, anger and frustrations of the past.

We’ve seen families say, “Come home today, all is forgiven.”

Don’t fall back into your old patterns of rescuing your loved one. You may get a phone call, “I want to come home. I don’t need this program any more.” They need to learn to face the problems and challenges in their life. They need to become consistent in making responsible decisions.

If you broke your leg and have a cast on it, you don’t break it off after a few days because of the discomfort of the cast. The cast is restrictive—but it protects you during the healing process. Prematurely removing the cast does not speed the healing process.

In a similar way, do not let the promises of your loved one deceive you into taking the short cut on their path to healing. Your loved one may try to convince you that they are ready to leave—they don’t need this program any more.

The most valuable help you can give is to require them to finish the program.

Many parents or wives have said, “If you leave the program before finishing it, you can’t come home.” This reality check has often been enough to make the addicted one reconsider—and stay in the program.

Your loved one is looking for the easy way out of these problems. Don’t join the conspiracy of incomplete solutions.

There is perhaps nothing more painful that watching your loved one self destruct in the bondage of addiction. God offers freedom to each person, young or old, but He doesn’t force His help on us.

You can’t force your loved one to get help, but you can “raise the bottom” so they come face to face with reality sooner. It’s a painful process, but “raising the bottom” will bring the benefits of healing so much faster.
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Discussion Guide

The following questions can be used for your personal reflection on this topic, or it can be used as a guide for a group discussion. If this is used in a group setting, please understand that you are not required to disclose the specific details of past sins, failures, or personal experiences.

1. Read Luke 15:11-32. What were the experiences of the son on his way to “hitting bottom”? (see especially verses 12-16, 30-32)

2. What were the desperate conditions of the son when he “hit bottom”?

3. At the son’s point of “hitting bottom” it says in verse 16 that “no one helped him.”
   A. What is your assessment of the fact that God shows no anger or rebuke towards those who did nothing to help this desperate young man?
   B. What change occurred in the life of this desperate young man? (verses 17-19)

4. In your life have you experienced a time when you “hit bottom?”
   A. What started you on the path of self-destruction?
   B. What false beliefs were you living with?
   C. What did it feel like to “hit bottom”?
   D. Did any one offer the wrong kind of help which rescued you from the painful consequences of your actions, thus “lowering the bottom” and making yours a longer path to “hitting the bottom”?
   E. Did anyone do or say anything that helped “raise the bottom” in your life? Explain.
   F. How long was the recovery process in your life after you “hit bottom”?

5. Do you have a loved one on a path of destruction that has not yet “hit bottom”?
   A. What, if anything, have you said or done to try to rescue this person?
   B. How hard is it for you to let go of this person and let God do whatever it takes to bring your loved one to a place of change?
   C. What can you do to “raise the bottom” for your loved one?